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I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental research program continues to have two major

themes - the study of hydromagnetic waves and RF heating using the

TORTUS tokamak and the development of diagnostic techniques. We

are also continuing collaboration with the School's Department of

Applied Physics in a study of the characteristics of the magnetron

sputtering discharge employed by that Department in the manufacture

of selective surfaces for solar collectors.

Some highlights of the work in the Department during 1985 were:

* completion of an experiment which shows quite clearly that

antennas used in Alfven wave heating should not have current

elements parallel to the steady magnetic field and that they

should be operated at frequencies well below to . - otherwise,

the antenna directly excites unwanted Alfven waves in the

edge plasma;

* use of the scanning submillimetre laser interferometer proposed

by a former student to determine the radial profile of the

electron density in TORTUS;

* the completion of the very difficult experimental observation

of laser induced fluorescence using the SUPPER II plasma;

* commissioning of 32 fast channels for our TORTUS data-acquisition

system, enabling us to do some rather interesting experiments

on magnetic and density fluctuations in TORTUS with good spatial

resolution.
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We continue to enjoy close collaboration with the Department of

Theoretical Physics and the Australian Atomic Energy Commission on

theoretical aspects of our Alfven wave work. For completeness,

this theoretical work is reported fully in Chapter III.

Dr. C.L. Davis joined us at the beginning of the year for a

two-year period as an ARGC Research Associate. Chris, who came

to us from a Post-Doctoral position at the University of Florida,

is a theoretician, originally from Perth, who is working on the

theory of Alfven waves, particularly in tokamak plasmas. We were

pleased to have Dr. Ian Hutchinson (M.I.T.) spend nearly three

months with us. He was a great help to one of our students who

is doing a project on magnetic and density fluctuations in TORTUS.

Following a visit by Dr. Ian Brown (Berkeley) we have initiated

a collaborative research program on the physical processes involved

in his new high density metal ion source (MEWA - a metal vapour

vacuum arc).

The National Energy Research Development and Demonstration Council,

which has supported fusion research in Australia for several years,

has decided to suspend support on this and other long term programs.

Fortunately, the Australian Research Grants Committee has increased

its support to compensate - at least in part - for the resultant

decrease in funding.

We are, as always, grateful for the support given by our technical

and secretarial staff: V. Buriak, P. Denniss, N. Lowe, J. Piggott

and Mi'iam Pollak.
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We acknowlege financial and other assistance received during

the year from the University and from

Australian Atomic Energy Commission

Australian Institute of Nuclear Science

and Engineering

Australian Research Grants Committee

Science Foundation for Physics within

The University of Sydney
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II. TORTUS TOKAMAK

2.1 Magnetically Guided Alfven Rays

(G.G. Borg, M.H. Brennan and R.C. Cross)

Previous experiments in TORTUS have shown that Alfven rays can

be generated by a small dipole loop inserted in the plasma and that

the rays are very strongly guided along magnetic field lines. We

have extended these experiments to investigate (a) guidance along

helical field lines, and (b) the relative launching effeciency of

antennas with elements parallel or perpendicular to the steady field.

Wave guidance along helical field lines was studied with the

arrangement shown in Fig. 2.1. The antenna consisted of an insulated

rectangular wire loop of dimensions 9 cm x 2.5 cm, located at the

plasma edge. The wave magnetic field at the plasma edge was

measured with a flexible probe containing six small differential

coils (3 mm x 4 mm) spaced at intervals of 4 cm along the probe to

detect the poloidal (b.) field component. The probe was inserted

in a quartz tube (8 mm OD) which encircled the plasma poloidally at

minor radius 11.2 cm (1.2 cm behind the limiter). By moving the

probe between shots, a complete (0 - 360°) poloidal profile was

obtained in five OT six shots. A typical profile at ui/w . = 0.33,

is shown in Fig. 2.2, with the probe array located at <f> = 135°, and

with the antenna at <j> = 0*.

Four distinct peaks are observed, corresponding to ray propagation

along helical field lines passing through the antenna. Further ray

paths around the torus are intercepted by the limiter or do not intercept
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Poloidal probe array

Fig. 2.1 Arrangement used to study wave guidance
of Alfven rays along helical field lines.
The antenna is shown with all elements
perpendicular to B*, but it can be rotated
between shots so that some elements are
parallel to B̂ ,.

-180 0 90
POLOIDAL ANGLE, 6 (DEGREES)

Fig. 2.2 Poloidal profile of wave bg at plasma edge.
Arrows indicate the calculated positions of
the field lines passing through the antenna.

180
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the probe array. The poloidal locations of the four peaks vary as

expected when q(a) is varied. The width of the ray (transverse

to B.) is small, since the antenna is small, and is relatively

independent of wave frequency (0.1 £ W u . £ 0.7). These results

were obtained with antenna eleaents parallel to B.. Results were

also obtained by rotating the antenna through 90° so that all antenna

eleaents were perpendicular to B.. Ray propagation along helical

field lines was also observed in this case, but the wave aaplitude

was significantly suai1er, as shown in Fig, 2.3. The figure also

shows that the efficiency of direct excitation of the Alfven wave,

for both antenna orientations, increases markedly as ut approaches

wci-

These results are of relevance to the Alfven wave heating scheme.

In this scheme, an external antenna generates a fast (compressional)

wave which aode converts to the Alfven wave in the plasaa interior.

Our results deaonstrate that the Alfven wave is also generated

directly by an external antenna, especially if the antenna has

eleaents parallel to B . Since this will lead to edge heating, it

is clearly preferable to ensure that all antenna eleaents are

perpendicular to B. and to operate at low w/w ..

2.2 Antenna loading studies

(M.H. Brennan, R.C. Cross, J.A. Lehane and A.B. Murphy)

Alfven wave heating experiments at low power levels have been

undertaken with an all aetal, electrostatically shielded antenna
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0.3
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0.2 0.U 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
m/ai,

ci

Fig. 2.3 Wavefield b Q for the high field side
direct ray normalised to antenna current
(A) Antenna parallel to B^.
(B) Antenna perpendicular to B*.
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(Fig. 2.4), with all antenna elements perpendicular to B^. The antenna

extends 80s poloidally but only 2 en toroidally. We have not yet

obtained radio] profiles of the wave fields for this antenna. However,

poloidal profiles at the plasaa edge indicate that most of the wave

energy at the edge is confined to the saae poloidal sector as the

antenna, indicating that the Alfven wave is generated directly at the

edge and propagates along helical field lines at the edge. These ray

paths are then intercepted by the liniter. The efficiency with which

Alfven rays are excited has a similar frequency dependence to that

observed for the small antenna (Fig. 2.3). Resistive antenna loading

for the 80" sector antenna is shown in Fig. 2.S. The origin of this

loading is unclear. Experiments are currently underway to obtain radial

profiles of the wave fields (in a short duration discharge) and hence

to determine the relative efficiency with which the antenna generates

the fast and the Alfven wave.

2.3 Mirnov oscillations

(R.C. Cross, L. Giannone and I. Hutchinson*)

A study of the spatial and temporal variation of b. and b

fluctuations is being carried out in a short duration tokamak plasaa

(Fig. 2.6) using an array of 32 magnetic probes digitised

simultaneously at a frequency of 400 kHz.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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pla-ma

Fig. 2.4 80° poloidal sector antenna.

0.5r

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

Fig. 2.S Resistive antenna loading for
the 80° sector antenna.
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One set of 16 coils measured bA(0) at the plasma edge. A plot

of the oscillations amplitude as a function of poloidal angle allows

the mode number of the oscillation to be determined. In Fig. 2.7

an m = 3 mode rotating in the electron diamagnetic drift direction

is shown.

The radial profiles of bfl and b of this mode were measured by a

second set of 16 coils inserted horizontally into the plasma in a

6 mm 0D quartz tube. The tube tip was placed at a distance of 3 cm

from the minor axis. The probe consisted of eight bg-coils (with a

distance of 1.4 cm between coils) and eight b -coils which were

located between pairs of bg-coils. The NA of these coils was

^ 0.2 x 10 m , corresponding to 20 turns of 42 SWG wire on a former

with dimensions of "v» 3 mm x 3 mm.

As illustrated in Figs 2.8 and 2.9, there is a reversal of phase

observed in the radial profile of b_, while b and b. are phase shifted

by 90°, as noted previously by Robinson and McGuire [1].

Another 16-coil bg probe, with a distance of 7 mm between coils,

yields the radial profile of bQ in finer detail. Active integration

of the probe signal provided the measurement of the radial profile of

bg(r), from which the plasma current profile may be deduced. The

profile shown in Fig. 2.10 assumes cylindrical symmetry of the bQ

profile about the minor axis. From the local value of b_, the
y

safety-factor profile, q(r), may also be calculated.

A floating Langmuir probe was used to measure density and

temperature profiles. Perturbation of the short tokamak plasma

[1] D. Robinson and K. McGuire. Nuclear Fusion 19 (1979) 115.
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by the insertion of this probe was monitored. The probe was swept

at a frequency of 20 kHz with an amplitude of 100 V. The I-V

characteristic of the probe was monitored by voltage and current

transformers. Density fluctuations with n/n 'v» 50% were encountered

at the limiter.
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( kA )
PLASMA CURRENT

Fig. 2.6 Short duration discharge current
used for studv of Mirnov oscillations.

MODE PLOT

9=180°

9 = 90°

8=270c

9=0°

Fig. 2.7 ra = 3 mode plot obtained with 16
coil poloidal array.
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MAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATIONS 0 INTERNAL )

5

= 1 2. 8 cm

= 3 cm

1.60 1.92 2.24 2.56 2.88

TIME ( ms )

Fig. 2.8(a) Radial profile of bfl.

MAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATIONS ( INTERNAL )

r = 13.5 cm

r = 3.7 cm

1.60 1.92 2.24 2.56 2.88
TIME ( ms )

Fig. 2.8 00 Radial profile of b r for the
same discharge as Fig. 2.8(a).
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6 8 10
RADIUS ( cm )

12

Fig. 2.10 Typical current density profile
obtained from BQCr) measurements.
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III. THEORY

3.1 Edge plasma and radial antenna current effects on Alfven wave

heating

(I.J. Donnelly* and B.E. Clancy*)

Calculations of Alfven wave heating usually model the antenna

by a helical current sheet situated in a vacuum region surrounding

the plasroa. Actual antennas have radial feeds which should be

included, and many plasmas have a significant density in the

scrape-off layer around the antenna. We have modified our code

ANTENNA to model both of these effects.

We allow Fourier mode current elements with the form

r (m+Xk r )
J(r,t) = [6(r-r )x - i~r S-f- U(r)r] exp{i(m6+k

where

<"* «*.

x = [e <

and

U(r) =

= 0, r < ra.

The parameter X determines the current distribution, e.g. X = 0

gives zero axial current, X = -m/k r gives a pure helical current.
Tl 3.

Australian Atomic Energy Commission
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We have used these two current distributions and MUD theory to

calculate the antenna resistance

-Rg E • J* rdr)

0

for two models of the TORTUS plasma. R is shown as a function of

frequency in Fig. 3.1 for the following four cases, in all of which

m = -1 and n = 2.

^ \\ -V-

1.0 5.0 6.0x10

Fig. 3.1 Antenna resistance vs frequency for
different plasma and antenna models.

(a) A plasma density which is parabolic up to the limiter (r = 10 cm)

with an exponential tail to the wall (rw = 14 cm), and a pure helical

antenna current at r = 1 2 cm.
a

(b) The same case as (a) except that the plasma density is truncated

at r = 11 cm, where it is 5-a of the central value. The region

r > 11 cm is vacuum.
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(c) The density distribution in (a) but with \ = 0, so J^ = 0.

(d) The density distribution in (b), but with X = 0.

We make the foil swing observations:

(i) The weak maximum in R that occurs in all cases corresponds to

a strongly damped surface wave eigenmode.

(ii) The peak in cases (b) and (d) corresponds to a surface wave

eigenroode on the density jump at r = 11 cm.

(iii) The enhanced values of R near w = 5.5 x 10 in case (a) are

due to direct excitation of the torsional wave by antenna currents

parallel to BQz. The maximum occurs when r» = r , where r. is the

Alfven resonance position. A similar peak is not seen in case (c),

however the resistance is quite large at the higher frequencies when

the Alfven resonance is near the antenna.

(iv) At lower frequencies the values of R for all cases are

proportional to one another, however the amplitudes are different

for the two antenna configurations.

Kinetic theory calculations of the behaviour described above

are in progress.

3.2 A comparison of MHD and kinetic theories of Alfven wave heating

(I.J. Donnelly*, B.E. Clancy* and N.F. Cramert)

We have used kinetic theory to derive a set of wave equations

which describe the mode conversion of MHD wave energy into quasi-

Australian Atomic Energy Commission

Department of Theoretical Physics
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electrostatic wave (QEW) energy at the Alfven resonance position (r.).

These equations have been solved, and the mode conversion behaviour

and the energy absorption analysed, for a range of conditions which

covers small and large tokaraak-like plasmas. WKB theory has been

used to derive expressions which show how the QEW behaviour depends

on the plasma 8 and on the density profile near the Alfven resonance.

The energy absorption has also been calculated using MHD theory.

Our main conclusions are now summarised.

(1) QEW1s are excited both by mode conversion at r. and directly

at the plasma edge.

(2) At low S (r.) the QEW propagates from r. towards the plasma

edge where it is reflected. If it returns to r. with sufficient

amplitude then QEW resonances may occur. Further analysis of

this possibility requires a better description of the edge

plasma than we have used.

(3) At larger 0 (r.) the QEW propagates towards the plasma centre.

Once again QEW resonances may occur.

C4) The Alfven wave heating process may be pictured as follows.

MHD wave energy is mode converted to a QEW at r . The QEW,

which is damped as it propagates away from r_, is reflected

at the plasma centre or edge. Depending on its phase when

it returns to r. it may be reflected and/or be mode converted

back into the MHD wave. Provided little QEW energy returns

to r- the MHD and kinetic theories predict the same amount of

energy absorption in the plasma. However, when appreciable

QEW energy returns to rQ then the energy absorption may be

greater (when QEW resonance occur) or less than the MHD prediction.
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(5) In hot plasmas the QEW thermal energy flux makes a significant

contribution to the total energy flux.

(6) MHD theory predicts that Alfven resonance damping disappears

at a frequency just above each compressional Alfven wave resonance

frequency. This effect also occurs in kinetic theory, with the

coupling between the MHD wave and QEW vanishing.

(7) Only a finite nunber of ion cyclotron wave (ICW) resonances

occur, in contrast to the MHO theory prediction of an infinite

number. We have shown that if n' radial eigenmodes of the ICW

occur, then in a hot plasna, the lowest frequency QEW resonance

has an n1 + 1 radial mode structure.

3.3 The wave spectrum of a two-ion-species plasma

(N.F. Cramer and C-M. Yung)

If a plasma has a minority ion species in it, the ion-ion hybrid

resonance frequency is introduced, in addition to the Alfven resonance

frequency. The importance of plasma heating at the hybrid resonance

frequency has been recognised in recent years. The method of this

ICRF heating is to couple the RF power from an antenna to the plasma

by means of a fast magnetoacoustic wave, which mode converts at the

hybrid resonance layer into a short wavelength electrostatic mode

with subsequent cyclotron damping or electron Landau damping. Tnis

process is similar to the mode conversion at the Alfven resonance to

the kinetic Alfven wave. In view of this and other applications it
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is important to know the behaviour of the global modes of the fast

magnetoacoustic wave in a two-ion-species plasma surrounded by a

vacuum region bounded by a metal wall.

A simple model of a straight cylindrical cold plasma of uniform

density, ion species concentration and magnetic field has been used

to investigate the wave spectrum up to the vicinity of the ion-ion

hybrid resonance frequency. Some numerical results for this case have

previously been obtained by Appert, Vaclavik and Villard [1]. Here we

obtain analytic solutions and investigate in detail the new modes that

appear. The most interesting results of this analysis concern the m = -1

surface wave mode at frequencies just above the hybrid resonance frequency,

whose dispersion relation merges with the ion-ion hybrid continuum at an

axial wavenumber k given by

k VA S Uc2

where v. is the Alfven speed in the majority ion species and u ~ is

the minority ion cyclotron frequency, provided the vacuum width is large.

If the metal wall is coincident with the plasma edge, the mode still exists,

with the merging point k •*•<*>. In both cases a cutoff frequency for the

mode occurs as k •* 0. This mode is similar, in its property of merging

with the hybrid continuum, to the m = -1 surface mode which occurs just

above the Alfven resonance continuum, and which has been discussed in

previous reports.

Calculations have also been performed for nonunifonn density and

magnetic field radial profiles, and it has been found that this mode

still survives, although it can now lie inside the hybrid continuum,

that is it can experience hybrid resonance damping, and is therefore

possibly an important mode in the hybrid resonance heating scheme.

[1] K. Appert, J. Vaclavik and L. Villard. Proc. 11th European Conf.

on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Aachen, 305 (1983).
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3.4 Discrete modes of the Alt'ven wave

(C.L. Davis and I.J. Donnelly*)

Excitation and subsequent damping of discrete Alfven wave (DAW)

modes has been proposed as a mechanism for heating both laboratory

and astrophysical plasmas. Previous studies of these modes have

been limited either in the choice of properties or the parameter space

considered. We have attempted to unify the earlier results by a

mainly analytical treatment of the DAW modes in plasmas with mass

and axial current density profiles modelling those found in tokamaks

and some astrophysical plasmas, particularly solar coronal loops.

The class of profiles considered consists of those peaked with

zero slope at the centre of the plasma and falling off monotonically

and symmetrically in one dimension to zero at the plasma edge. The

current profile should not be more diffuse than the mass density

profile. Our techniques could easily be applied to a wider class of

profiles. Finite frequency effects are included and both slab and

cylindrical geometries considered.

For wave fields varying as E(x)exp(ik y + ik.z - iut) or

E(r)exp(im9 + ik z - iwt), we look for eigenvalues of k at fixed u.
z z

The wavefields tend to peak around the position x (or r ) at which

the Alfven resonance enters the plasma as k approaches its value

k z c at the lower edge of the continuum. The dependence of x and

kzc on current and frequency is conveniently displayed on diagrams

which show the A = 0 contours in the (x,k ) plane for fixed

Australian Atomic Energy Commission
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frequencies. Here

Ki.

f being the frequency normalized to the ion cyclotron frequency and

kj| the wavenumber parallel to the local equilibrium magnetic field.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the only qualitatively different diagrams

that arise for the class of profiles considered. The m = 0 diagrams

for a cylinder (not shown) are similar to the k = 0 diagrams for

a slab.

In every case there is a frequency fœ above which there are

infinitely many DAW modes accumulating at the continuum edge.

There is a critical current J * for which d A/dx = 0 at x = 0

or r = 0 when k = 0 or m = 0. Here J* = 4irJ (0)/cB(0). J * is
y z J K J c

related to the curvature of the mass density profile at the plasma

centre, increasing as the curvature increases. For flat profiles

(d p/dx = 0 at the centre), J * = 0. J * is also significant when

k * 0 or m * 0, as can be seen in Figs 3.2 and 3.3.

When the current is increased with k = 0 in a plasma slab, f^

initially decreases, reaching zero when J* = J *. At this current

the modes have their greatest separation from the continuum. This

is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. As J* increases above J *, fœ increases

and the modes are compressed towards the continuum.

For J* * J * the difference between k and k , measured by

2 2
5 = (k A z c ) - 1» approaches zero exponentially as the mode number

-4v increases. For J* = J *, 6 ̂  v .



J*<J *
C J*>J *

c

Fig. 3.2 Alfven continuum diagrams for a
plasma slab, showing the A = 0 curves in the
(x,kz) plane for the frequencies f = 0, 0.4,
0.8. The f = 0 curve is innermost. Dashed
curves are the loci of points (x ,k ).

0 ^

1
1 —
1

K

TA

J
(c) (d)

Fig. 3.3 Alfven continuum diagrams for
m > 0 in a plasma cylinder, showing A = 0
curves for f = 0, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9S. The
f = 0 curve is innermost. The four cases
are: (a) J*

(b) J*
(c) J*
(d) J*

< Jc* and J* < JR*
< Jc* and J* > JR*>Jc and J*< JR*;

and J*> JR*.
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10

10

-î

10

10
-4 !

10-S

0.0 0.8

RJ*

1.6

2 2
Fig. 3.4 The dependence of ô = (kz /k z c ) - 1 on current

in a plasma slab with particular mass and current
density profiles. The solid curves are the first
two symmetric modes when ky = 0. The points lie
on the curve for the first mode when ky/g =0.1.
This curve may have unresolved structure, but
appears to always lie closer to the continuum
(6 = 0) than the corresponding kv = 0 curve.

The k = 0 dispersion curves for k > 0 and k < 0 are identical

when J* < J *, but when J* > J * the k < 0 curves are more compressed

towards the continuum (and f^ is higher) than the k > 0 modes. In

the k2 < 0 case, fœ may become 1 so that no DAW modes exist.
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The dispersion curves for the plasma slab do not depend on the

sign of k , but the fields have the property E(x)(k >O) = E(-x)(k < 0).

Allowing k to be non-zero for a fixed non-zero current shifts the

resonant positions towards the edge of the plasma, more so at lower

frequencies. Usually fw increases as |k | increases and the modes

are compressed towards the continuum (see Fig. 3.4). As above, this

effect is more marked for k < 0 than k > 0, but the dependence on

the sign of k now occurs for J* < J * also. The DAW modes may

disappear as |k | increases with k < 0.

The dependence on current of the m = 0 continuum diagrams in a

cylindrical plasma is similar to that of the k = 0 modes in a slab.

For m * 0 there is another special current, J *. This is the current

for which the r = 0 and r = R ends of the A = 0 contour for f = 0

lie at the same value of k . Different continuum diagrams arise

for J* < J * and J* > J * (see Fig. 3.3).
K K

The case shown in Fig. 3.3(a) is the only one likely to occur in

a small tokamak. This case has been studied by Appert et al. [1],

However, the other cases could arise in models of tokamaks with very

flat mass density profiles or of more compact toroidal devices.
2 2In most cases there is a critical frequency at which d A/dr = 0

at r = 0. For a given current the DAW modes have their greatest

-4separation from the continuum (6 **> v ) at this frequency. At other

frequencies 6 -+ 0 exponentially as v increases.

For a cylindrical plasma, the dispersion curves depend on the

[1] K. Appert, R. Gruber, F. Troyon and J. Vaclavik. Plasma Physics

24, 1147 (1982).
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sign of m. When the current is zero and m ~ 0, f is closely

approximated by the root of the equation

R2g2f4 + 2mfJ + (m2+l)f2 - 2mf - = 0,

where R is the plasma radius, g = fi.(01/v,(0) and p is assumed to

vary quadratically near r = 0. Thus, f increases as jm| increases

and fm will usually be lower in a larger device (having larger Rg).

Dispersion curves for some m = +1 and m = -1 modes in a

currentless plasma cylinder are shown in Fig. 3.5. The first radial

modes for m < 0 are peculiar in that the curves intersect the

continuum at a non-zero angle.

Work on DAW modes in current carrying cylindrical plasmas is

continuing.

0.3

0.2

0.1 -

0.0

0.3

Fig. 3.5 Dispersion curves for the first three m = +1
and m = -1 DAW modes in a currentless plasma
cylinder with a parabolic mass density
profile and Rg = 100.
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3.5 Alfven surface waves

(R.C. Cross and A.B. Murphy)

In the plasma-filled waveguide, compressional Alfven waves

undergo cutoff at frequencies near the ion cyclotron frequency, for

typical tokamak parameters. If there is a vacuum gap between the

plasma and the conducting wall, then first radial mode m <* 0

compressional waves will propagate, as surface waves, at frequencies

down to zero. We have investigated the effects of replacing the

vacuum gap by a low density plasma, since, for realistic tokamak

conditions, the density approaches zero at the wall.

We find that surface wave modes are not significantly affected

at low wave frequencies when the vacuum gap is replaced by a low

density plasma, but m > 0 modes, as well as m < 0 modes, have a

resonance at the cyclotron frequency and a high frequency cutoff

branch (Fig. 3.6). If a parabolic density profile is approximated

as a series of N discrete steps, with a vacuum boundary, we find that

there exist N+l discrete first radial modes (Fig. 3.7). For small N,

there is one torsional wave mode and N surface wave modes. As N

increases, the relative number of torsional wave modes increases.

This result appears to be consistent with one surface wave mode being

immersed in a continuum of torsional wave modes in the limit N •*• «>

[1]. Further details are to appear shortly in Plasma Physics and

Controlled Fusion.

[1] K. Appert, J. Vaclavik and L. Villard. Phys. Fluids 27,

432 (1984).
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Fig. 3.7 Dispersion relations for the first radial m = +1

eigenmodes in an N = si step density profile, for

a hydrogen plasma with the profile shown above.

Only six of the ten first radial modes arc shown

for clarity. Modes a, b and c arc torsional modes

localised in the regions r = 6-7 cm, 5-0 cm and

0-1 cm respectively. The surface wave mode, labelled

S, evolves into a torsional wave mode localised in

the region r = 7-8 cm as :: ->• 1.
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IV. LASER DIAGNOSTICS AND DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Diffraction of a submillimetre laser beam by plasma waves

(B.W. James)

A major achievement this year has been the theoretical analysis

of the diffraction of a laser beam by plasma waves to increase our

understanding of far forward scattering observations. When a laser

beam propagates through a plasma wave it acquires an intensity

modulation at the frequency of the plasma wave. The spatial envelope

of the modulation is dependent upon the wavelength of the plasma wave

and the geometry of the interaction. Using the geometry shown in

Fig. 4.1, Fresnel diffraction theory has been used to calculate the

intensity modulation acquired by the beam [1]. This approach which

waves
plane of
detector

Fig. 4.1 Theoretical model used for investigating the
diffraction of a laser beam by a plasma wave.

[1] B.W. James and C.X. Yu, Plasma Physics 27 557 (1985).
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treats the wave as a phase screen, is similar to that used by Evans

et al. [2]. However, the present investigation is more general in

that the relative positions of the laser beam waist, the plane of the

phase screen and the plane of observation are completely arbitrary.

Results of the calculation are shown in Fig. 4.2 as a. function of the

geometrical parameter

2. 2TTW1

Zrl

where

is the Rayleigh length for the beam, w . is the beam waist radius,

w. is the beam radius at the phase screen and X. is the laser wavelength.

The limit £ » 1 corresponds to observation of the laser beam in the

near field and it is seen that the intensity perturbation is a direct

representation of the density perturbation of the wave. In this limit

the results of the calculation agree with those obtained by Sharp [3]

using scintillation theory. The limit Ç « 1 corresponds to far field

observation of the beam. In this limit the interaction can be regarded

as scattering of the laser beam by the plasma wave through an angle

which is smaller than or comparable to the laser beam divergence angle.

[2] D.E. Evans, M. von Hellerraann and E. Holzhauer, Plasma Physics

24_, 819 (1982).

[3] L.E. Sharp, Plasma Physics 2S_, 781 (1983).
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The intensity modulation is then a consequence of interference of

the scattered radiation with the unscattered part of the beam. This

far forward scattering regime which was treated in detail by Evans

et al. [2] is complementary to the conventional Bragg scattering

arrangement where the scattering angle is greater than the beam

divergence.

beam
profile

wave

beam
profile

.05

SPATIAL ENVELOPE OF INTENSITY PERTURBATION

-4 -2

INSTANTANEOUS INTENSITY PERTURBATION

Fig. 4.2 Results of the calculations: (a) the spatial
envelope of the intensity modulation acquired
by the beam, and (b) instantaneous intensity
perturbation for different values of Ç covering
the range Ç » 1 to E, « 1. Ux is the distance
from the beam axis relative to the beam radius
at the detector.
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4.2 Submillimetre laser interferometry

(I.S. Falconer, B.W. James and P.A. Stimson)

Radial electron density profiles in the TORTUS tokamak have

been successfully measured with our scanning interferometer, with

the rotating mirror assembly which scans the probe laser beam across

the plasma rotating at 3,600 r.p.m. At this speed the beam scans

across the plasma in 1.1 ms, and 3 profiles can be measured during

a single plasma shot of > 20 ms duration. Fig. 4.3 shows a set

of three density profiles measured with this instrument.

The interferometer, which is currently illuminated with the

433 um laser line from formic acid vapour, uses an assembly which

consists of two parallel mirrors attached to a rotating platform

[1] to scan the probe beam of the interferometer radially across the

plasma. It is described in detail in our 1982 Annual Progress

Report.

Although the rotating mirror assembly is designed for safe

operation at 7,500 r.p.m., its speed has been restricted to 3,600

r.p.m. for the present by two minor design flaws:

* The submillimetre wavelength transmitting Mylar cover, which

was wrapped around the rotating mirror assembly to give it a

cylindrical shape and hence reduce windage drag, breaks away

from its attaching screws at around 3,600 r.p.m.

[1] D.J. Campbell, P.A. Krug, I.S. Falconer, L.C. Robinson and

G.D. Tait. Appl. Optics. _20_» 33S (1981).
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Tim* (m«) 0 10 30

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 4.3 A set of three radial electron density profiles taken
during a single shot of the TORTUS tokamak. (a) The
plasma current with timing pulses showing the times
when measurements were made, (b), (c) and (d) electron
density profiles taken at 4, 13 and 22 ms after the
start of the ohmic heating current. lg ,
(1 arb. unit (of density) = 2.6 x 10 m )
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Some members of the frame which supports the rotating mirror

assembly are located too close to this assembly, and give

excessive windage drag.

4.3 Submillimetre laser development program

(I.S. Falconer, B.W. James, P.A. Stimson and L.B. Whitbourn*)

The primary aim of this collaborative project with the CSIRO

Division of Applied Physics is to increase the efficiency, and hence

the output power, of optically pumped submillimetre laser systems.

The improvements to laser design resulting from this work will be

incorporated in lasers used for the plasma scattering experiments

at the University of Sydney, and for testing detectors at CSIRO.

Work on this project has been restricted to the analysis of

data obtained last year as a consequence of Dr. Whitbourn's transfer

to the CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics (now Mineral Physics and

Mineralogy) at Lucas Heights in January. This analysis is now

almost completed, and we anticipate recommencing active experimental

work on this project shortly.

We have been able to estimate both the small-signal gain and

saturation parameter for the range of dielectric waveguide diameters

(30, 48, 68, 92 mm) and the four wavelengths in formic acid for which

we investigated laser performance (394, 419, 432 and 513 ym). These

results show that for our particular pumping geometry optimum performance

is obtained for the waveguide of 48 mm diameter.

CSIRO Division of Mineral Physics and Mineralogy
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4.4 Laser induced fluorescence

(I.S. Falconer, S.H. Law and W. Wright)

The aim of this project is to develop the observation of laser

induced fluorescence as a technique for investigating the properties

of plasmas, with emphasis on its application to the measurement of

ion temperatures from the spectral lineshapes of the fluorescence

signal.

During the past year we have completed the first stage of this

project: a series of measurements of both the lineshape and absolute

intensity fo* both spontaneously emitted spectral lines and laser

induced fluorescence lines in a helium plasma.

Further measurements of the laser induced fluorescence spectrum

for the Hel transition at 587.6 ran confirm that there is a small

discrepancy between the experimental and calculated lineshapes for

this transition which is most marked early in the life of the plasma.

This discrepancy is possibly a consequence of an asymmetry in the

collisional fluorescence spectrum due to the transition not being

pumped at "line centre".

Estimates have also been made of the populations of the upper

and lower levels of the 2 P •»• 3 D transition at 587.6 nm and the

2 S + 3 P transition at 501.6 nm. The upper level populations were

estimated from measurements of the absolute intensity of these

transitions: lower level populations from the absolute intensity

of near-saturated resonance fluorescence. These results are

compared with values calculated from the collisional-radiative model
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of Drawin and Emard [1] in Table 4.1. The latter calculation requires

a knowledge of the plasma electron temperature, which was determined

from floating double Langntuir probe measurements. Measured and

calculated population densities are in good agreement except for the

23P level.

Table 4.1 Measured and calculated population densities for

excited states of Hel

t = 1 ms

t = 700 ys

Level

33D

23P

sh
2*5

33D

23P

Experimental
value Cm"3)

4.7 x 10 1 3

1.3 x 10 1 6

3.5 x 10 1 2

8.1 x 10 1 3

8.6 x 10 1 3

1.9 x 10 1 6

Drawin § Emard's
model Cm"3)

8.6 x 10 1 2

4.7 x 10 1 4

6.8 x 10 1 1

3.6 x 10 1 3

1.9 x 10 1 3

1.8 x 10 1 4

The low intensity of the laser induced fluorescence at 501.6 nm

made determination of the absolute intensity rather difficult - it was

necessary to "count" photons over ^ 100 shots to obtain an acceptable

signal-to-noise ratio - and precluded lineshape measurement.

[1] H-W. Drawin and F. Emard. Association Euratom-CER (France)

Report ER-CER-FC-543 (Fontenay-aux-Roses, 1970).
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Development of a new laser system for a laser induced

fluorescence experiment on the Ha transition in the TORTUS tokamak

is nearing completion. This system which was described in the 1984

Annual Progress Report uses the long (y 1 us) pump pulse from a high

power broadband coaxial flashlamp pumped dye laser in place of the

much shorter pulse available from a frequency doubled ruby laser to

excite our existing tunable laser pumped dye laser with consequent

improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio for laser induced

fluorescence measurements.

The various components of the coaxial flashlamp laser have been

constructed and assembly is nearing completion. A moderate operational

repetition rate (2 - 30 p.p.m.) is to be attained by a dye-coolant

system capable of maintaining a temperature differential of < 0.2°C

between dye and coolant. Control and power supply electronics have

caused considerable difficulties when interfaced with the laser's

Marx bank generator. High voltage transients and rf intereference

have been responsible for damage and disruption of the electronics

but these problems have now been overcome. The installation of the

flashlamp and optics and the testing of the completed laser remain

to be undertaken before installation of the entire system on the

TORTUS tokamak which is expected to take place early in 1986.
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V. GYROTRON DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS

(G.F. Brand, M. Gross and L.C. Robinson)

5.1 Mode conversion

The resonant cavities of the University of Sydney tunable gyrotrons

are designed with large radii so that the resonant frequencies of the

strongest modes are less than 10 GHz apart. In the configuration known

as GYROTRON IIIA (cavity radius 7.5 mm), operation at 85 GHz occurs when

the TE. . . mode is excited and 325 GHz when the TE_ -, . mode is excited.

In order that the gyrotrons can oscillate at low operating currents,

the output end of the cavity tapers down slightly to a constriction

(radius 7.2 mm). The effect of the constriction is to keep much of the

microwave energy trapped inside the cavity and allow only a little to

escape.

A naive calculation suggests that the output power should decrease

logarithmically with frequency (Fig. 5.1(a)). However, one consequence

of having modes with high radial mode numbers like ours is that

conversion to other similar modes with lower radial numbers occurs

readily. When mode conversion (particularly that which occurs where

the taper down begins) is calculated (Fig. 5.1(b), circles), the more

or less uniform power levels which are observed at all frequencies are

explained (crosses).

Further evidence for conversion to lower radial number modes is

obtained from the images of the radiation field obtained on liquid

crystal sheets placed above the output window of the gyrotron
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Fig. 5.1 Output power of Gyrotron IIIA vs. frequency,
(a) Calculated without mode conversion;
Co) Calculated with mode conversion (circles),

experimental results (crosses).
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(Fig. 5.2). In the figures the outer circles show where the pattern

would be greatest if there were no mode conversion. But in each case

the pattern is most intense at smaller radii which is confirmation of

conversion to lower modes.

Fig. 5.2 Images of gyrotron output on liquid crystal sheets.
Top row 85, 95, 105 GHz; middle row 185, 195, 205
GHz; bottom row 285, 295 and 305 GHz.
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The radiation field is even more confused after the gyrotron output

is taken to a particular experimental area via a waveguide which has

bends.

We are presently investigating the properties of a quasi-optical

antenna design which converts an individual circular waveguide mode at

any frequency into a more or less uniform linearly-polarized beam.

Early results confirm that the power is effectively collimated.

S.2 Continuously tunable, split cavity gyrotron

In the configuration known as GYROTRON IIIB, a longitudinally split

cavity is installed. The two halves of the split cavity (Fig. 5.3) can

be moved together or apart to increase or decrease the resonant frequency.

This provides mechanical fine tuning of the gyrotron output and allows

frequencies between the resonances of a fixed cavity to be obtained.

The split cavity gyrotron is operated by first setting the magnetic

field close to the appropriate value and then fine tuning the cavity

until the desired frequency is obtained. When a mode appears, it can

be scanned more than one gigahertz by changing the separation of the

two cavity halves. If the mode disappears, another quickly arises

to take its place.

The observed tuning rate (the rate at which the resonant frequency

changes with separation) increases with frequency (Fig. 5.4, circles)

and is always within the range predicted by treating the cavity

cross-section as an ellipse.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.3 The split cavity of Gyrotron IIIB.

The cross-section of the present split-cavity is always like that

of a compressed ellipse. When the separation of the two halves is

altered, it is the minor axis of the ellipse that changes. Since

resonant frequency of a cavity largely depends on the smallest dimension

of its cross-section, this cavity has large tuning rates. The

performance of the original GYROTRON III cavity was inferior because

its cross-section was like that of an elongated ellipse and its

tuning rates were small.
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Fig. 5.4 Tuning rate of Gyrotron IIIB vs. frequency.
The experimental observations (circles) lie
below the maximum rate predicted by theory
(line).
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VI. GAS DISCHARGE STUDIES

CI.S. Falconer, B.W. James, D.R. McKenzie* and G.M. Turner)

This project was initially concerned with investigating the basic

physics of the magnetron sputtering discharge employed by the Department

of Applied Physics to manufacture the selective surfaces used on their

solar collectors. However the interferometric technique we developed

for determining the average energy of sputtered atoms from the shape

of their emission lines is also now being applied to an investigation

of the ion temperature in the vicinity of the cathode shot of vacuum

arcs. Dr. D.R. McKenzie and technical staff from the Department of

Applied Physics are collaborating with us in these studies.

6.1 Magnetron sputtering discharge studies

The determination of electron temperatures in a magnetron

sputtering discharge from the relative intensities of the emission

lines from sputtered copper atoms assumes that the populations of

the excited states are in Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE). This may

not necessarily be the case for the conditions under which we operated

our magnetron discharge for the series of such measurements reported

in the 1984 Annual Progress Report. In order to check these

measurements we operated the magnetron discharge with hydrogen as

the "sputtering" gas instead of argon, the electron temperature being

determined from the relative intensities of the Balmer series of

Department of Applied Physics
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hydrogen lines. Since the conditions under which LTE is obtained are

well-established for hydrogen, the manner in which the intensities of

the lines deviate from their LTE values is well-understood, and as the

inherent nature of the discharge is not changed by the use of hydrogen

instead of argon, these measurements should provide a useful check on

our earlier copper emission line measurements. The hydrogen measurements

gave reliable values for electron temperatures which were somewhat lower

than those obtained from the copper measurements - ̂  0.4 eV as compared

with the "v 1.4 eV obtained from the copper emission intensity measurements.

The electron temperature was observed to decrease slightly with increasing

hydrogen pressure, and to increase slightly with increasing magnetic

field strength.

During the year the discharge was changed to the post cathode

configuration from the hollou) cathode configuration used previously

- i.e. a rod on the axis of the tube was used as a cathode instead of

the outer wall of the cylindrical discharge vessel. Further electron

temperature measurements, again using hydrogen as the "sputtering" gas

were made in this device, with the discharge excited both by a dc

power supply and an rf oscillator connected to the electrodes.

Comparison of electron temperatures for these cases was not conclusive

as the relative line intensities for rf excitation deviated from the

values expected for LTE in such a way as to preclude electron temperature

measurements. This anomaly appears to be due to the presence at the

Balmer wavelengths of spectral lines from other species, probably

neutral hydrogen molecules which interfere with our intensity measurements.

The data does suggest, however, that the electron temperature in the rf

discharge is approximately the same as in the dc discharge for equal

input powers.
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Graham Turner, a Fourth Year student working on this investigation

as his Honours Research Project has set up a computer code to study

the thermalization of sputtered atoms by the sputtering gas using

Monte Carlo techniques. This code is still in the process of

development: it exhibits some unexplained anomalies and uses a

"hard sphere" model to describe the collisions of the atoms. Nevertheless,

it gives values for the average energies of the thermalizing sputtered

atoms in good agreement with those calculated by Westwood [1], and

Meyer et al. [2].

Turner has also measured the shape of the emission lines of

copper atoms sputtered from the cathode of the post cathode magnetron

sputtering discharge with a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer, and

from these deduced the average energy of the sputtered atoms using .

the procedure described in our 1983 Annual Progress Report. These results

are also in agreement with the calculations of Westwood [1] and Meyer

et al. [2], and are consistent with our earlier measurements on a hollow

cathode magnetron sputtering discharge.

Much of the experimental work and data analysis related to the

relative line intensity measurements in hydrogen was carried out by

three of our 1985 Third Year Distinction Class students as under-

graduate laboratory projects. We wish to acknowledge the valuable

contributions of these people to this project: Mark Bowden, Tim

Scott and Monica Turner.

[1] W.D. Westwood, J. Vac. Sci. Technol., _15, 1-9 (1978).

[2] K. Meyer, Î.K. Schuller and C M . Falco, J. Appl. Phys.,

52, 5803 C1981).
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6.2 Vacuum arc studies

The energies of ions of the cathode material ejected from the

cathode fall region of a vacuum arc are anomalously high; they can

be several times greater than the voltage drop across the cathode

fall region.

We have recently made some measurements of the lineshape of

both neutral and singly ionized titanium emission lines from a

titanium vacuum arc to provide an independent check of these observations.

All the Till lines examined showed a broad structure, indicating

that the ions were highly energetic, while the Til lines were much

narrower. Furthermore, the photomultiplier signals from the Till

lines were very erratic, indicating that the Till lines originated

from the rapidly moving cathode spot of the arc. Converseley the

Til signals were much steadier, and we assume that these arise either

from the plasma surrounding the cathode fall region, or a larger region

of the cathode around the cathode spot.

This data is currently being analysed in order to determine the

average energy of both the titanium ions and neutrals. It should

provide valuable confirmation of the high ion energies obtained by

other workers using charged particle analysis techniques.

These measurements are being made in conjunction with

Dr. R.P. Netterfield and Dr. P.J. Martin of the CSIRO Division of

Applied Physics, on the vacuum arc they are using for the ion

implantation surface hardening of tools.
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We are setting up to undertake an extensive series of measurements

of the lineshapes of the emission ions of vacuum arcs in a wide range

of materials in conjunction with Dr. Ian G. Brown and his co-workers

at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. This work will be carried out

at Sydney University with an arc provided by the Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory. This arc is a key component in the MEWA (Metal Vapour

Vacuum Arc) ion source developed by Brown and his co-workers as a

source for producing highly-stripped ions for nuclear physics research.
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APPENDIX B

Postgraduate degrees awarded during 1985

Degree Name Thesis title

Ph.D. N.G. Douglas Development of tunable gyrotrons
for millimeter/submillimeter
applications.

Ph.D. J.Y.L. Ma Development of low power tunable
gyrotrons.
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APPENDIX C

Report number

SUPP-42

Authors

SUPP-43

SUPP-44

SUPP-45

SUPP-47

SUPP-48

SUPP-49

Title

Guided propagation of Alfven waves in
a toroidal plasma.
Plasma Physios and Controlled Fusion
27_, 1125 (1985).

An interferometric investigation of
the thermalization of copper atoms in
a magnetron sputtering discharge.
Journal of Applied Physios S93
720 (1986).

The measurement of the optical N.G. Douglas
properties of materials using gyrotrons G.F. Brand
as a source of tunable millimetre- Z. Chen
submillimetre radiation.
Infrared Physios 25, 697 (1985).

G.G.
M.H.
R.C.

Borg
Brennan
Cross

L. Giannone
I.J.

L.T.
I.S.
D.R.
J.M.

Donnelly

Ball
Falconer
McKenzie
Smelts

z.
M. Gross
J.Y.L. Ma
L.C. Robinson

Alfven wave modes in a cylindrical R.C. Cross
plasma with finite edge density. A.B. Murphy
Plasma Physios and Controlled Fusion
(accepted).

Submillimetre far forward scattering B.W. James
from a tokamak plasma when Mimov P.A. St iras on
oscillations are present. I.S. Falconer
2nd International Symposium on Laser-
Aided Diagnostics, Oxford, September,
1985.

Continuously tunable, split-cavity G.F. Brand
gyrotrons. M. Gross
20th International Conference on
Infrared and Millimeter Waves,
Orlando, U.S.A., December 1985.

Observation of mode conversion in G.F. Brand
gyrotrons. M. Gross
20th International Conference on D.J. Lamond
Infrared and Millimeter Waves,
Orlando, U.S.A., December 1985.
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Report number Title

SUPP-5O Continuously tunable, split-cavity
gyrotrons.
Int. J. Infrared and Millimeter
Waves (December 1985).

3UPP-51 Observations of mode conversion in
gyrotrons.
Int. J. Infrared and Millimeter
Waves (December 1985).

SUPP-52 A far infrared Michelson interfero-
meter for tokamak electron density
measurements using computer generated
reference fringes.
Journal of Physios £, Scientific:
Instruments (accepted).

Conference papers (abstracts only)

Excitation of Alfven waves in the
TORTUS tokamak.
Bull. Am. Phys. Soa.> Ser. II, ̂ 0 ,
1592 (1985).

Continuously tunable split-cavity
gyrotrons.
2nd Symposium on Millimeter and
Submillimeter Wave Research in
Australia, Sydney University, 1985.

Book chapters

Authors

G.F. Brand
M. Gross

G.F. Brand
M. Gross

P.A.
P.A.
I.S.

Krug
Stimson
Falconer

M.H.
G.G.
R.C.
J.A.
A.B.

G.F.

Brennan
Borg
Cross
Lehane
Murphy

Brand
M. Gross
L.C. Robinson

G.F. BrandTunable gyrotrons.
Infrared and Millimeter Waves,
(K.J. Button, ed.) Academic Press,
New York, Vol. 14, 371 (1985).

Other publications (including those by staff of the Department of
Theoretical Physics or the Australian Atomic Energy Commission)

Modes of perturbation of a diffuse
linear pinch: the Bessel function
model.
Plasma Physios & Controlled Fusion
_27, 1323 (1985).

N.F. Cramer
I.J. Donnelly
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Report number Title Authors

Perturbations of a twisted solar N.F. Cramer
coronal loop: the relation between I.J. Donnelly
surface waves and instabilities.
Solar Physias (1985).

Alfven wave heatinc of a cylindrical I.J. Donnelly
plasma using axisymmetric waves. B.E. Clancy
Part 1 - MHD theory. N.F. Cramer
Journal of Plasma Physias (1985).

Alfven wave heating of a cylindrical I.J. Donnelly
plasma using axisymmetric waves. B.E. Clancy
Part 2 - kinetic theory. N.F. Cramer
Journal of Plasma Physias (accepted).

Alfven surface waves on a diffuse N.F. Cramer
linear pinch. C-M. Yung
Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Surface I.J. Donnelly
Waves in Plasmas and Solids,
Yugoslavia (1985) in press.


